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EVBox charging stations at the royal opening of
the new ElaadNL test center
Yesterday, the new location of the Elaad Testlab in Arnhem, where EVBox
charging stations will be tested, was officially opened by Dutch King Willem-
Alexander, Vivianne Heijnen, State Secretary for Infrastructure and Water
Management, and Helga Witjes, Deputy for Economy and Innovation for the
Province of Gelderland.

AMSTERDAM, June 9, 2022 — The Dutch King, Willem-Alexander, officially opened the

new international ElaadNL smart electric vehicle charging test center in Arnhem yesterday

morning. ElaadNL, a knowledge and innovation initiative in the field of EV infrastructure, will

also be conducting research on the EVBox BusinessLine and EVBox Elvi charging stations at

the new Elaad facility in the future. 

King Willem-Alexander attended the official opening of the test
lab

The official opening of the new test center took place in the morning of June 8, 2022. The

Dutch King, Willem-Alexander,  and 70 other guests were invited on a tour of the lab where

they were presented the different tests run there. For instance, about the interaction between

electrical appliances, which optimize energy consumption in and around the house, and the

charging of vehicles when a lot of solar and wind power is generated. The security of charging

stations from cyber attacks was also emphasized to guarantee the stability of the power grid as a

whole. After the king had left in the afternoon, the event started for the hundreds of other

guests with presentations about the specific tests, the test lab itself, Smart charging, and the

electrification of transport and logistics. The official opening concluded with an open house

where electric vehicles and charging infrastructure were on display.

⏲

http://news.evbox.com/
https://www.elaad.nl/
https://evbox.com/en/ev-chargers/businessline
https://evbox.com/en/ev-chargers/elvi


Testing EV charging for (heavy) vehicles brought to the next level

In addition to passenger cars, the new location of the Elaad TestLab enables the center to test

the charging of larger electric vehicles, such as buses and trucks. For example, there is

equipment to measure power quality and charging stations to test fast charging. At the test lab,

it is also possible to examine the entire EV charging communication chain; from an electric

vehicle to the charging station, to the back-office system, to other devices, such as solar panels.

EVBox charging stations will undergo several testing cycles
based on different categories

https://news.evbox.com/images/433062


Both Dutch and international car manufacturers, EVSE manufacturers, charging station

operators, energy suppliers, grid operators, and educational institutions can make use of the

new test facilities. During the official opening of the new location, an overview was given of the

six specific tests that ElaadNL carries out. The EVBox BusinessLine, a charging station for

businesses, and the EVBox Elvi, a residential charging station, are also tested here. The tests are

categorized as follows:

Interoperability

Smart charging 

Power quality

Cybersecurity

Chain test

Grid operator test

“We are extremely enthusiastic about initiatives that contribute to a better
charging infrastructure and accelerate the energy transition. We are pleased to
see that ElaadNL chooses to test more of our charging stations in the new
Testlab. After all, it is very important that our charging solutions are extensively
tested by independent test centers, which stimulates further product
development and innovation while at the same time contributing to product
quality.” 
— Daniël Geerts (Regional Director Benelux at EVBox) 

https://evbox.com/en/ev-chargers/businessline
https://evbox.com/en/ev-chargers/elvi
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About ElaadNL 
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ABOUT EVBOX

Founded in 2010, EVBox empowers forward-thinking businesses to build a sustainable future by providing
flexible and scalable electric vehicle charging solutions. With its offering of commercial and ultra-fast charging
stations, as well as scalable charging management software, EVBox ensures that electric mobility is accessible
to everyone. 

Backed by ENGIE, EVBox is a leader in R&D, with facilities across Europe and North America developing
groundbreaking electric vehicle charging technology. Working together with its partners and customers, EVBox is
shaping a sustainable future of transportation.

ElaadNL, a knowledge and innovation center in the field of Smart Charging and the charging

infrastructure in the Netherlands, is researching and testing the possibilities for smart and

sustainable charging of electric vehicles. It is a joint initiative of Dutch grid operators. Due to

the impact on the power grid, it is important for grid operators to be able to test the charging of

electric vehicles of all shapes and sizes.
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